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P 9’s terrific start to the 2018
campaign continues, with
Mambo Dancer winning twice

last month to give the gelding his third
victory in under seven weeks and put the
partnership on four wins for the year.

The So You Think gelding followed up
his success at Newcastle in January with
a deserved win in a Class 4 handicap over
two miles and half a furlong at
Wolverhampton on February 2.  Nine
went to post for the handicap, the field
headed by favourite Good Time Ahead,
twice a winner at Southwell at the end of
last year who had run with promise when
stepped up in trip last time out. Franny
Norton partnered Mambo Dancer for the
first time. As Adam Kirby made the early

pace on Argus, Franny found himself
racing in seventh, on the inside rail. 

By the time the field reached the
business end of the race, Mambo Dancer
had crept a little closer, but as they began
to turn for home, the KP9 gelding was
still racing in fifth. 

Extended

Franny opted to stay on the inner of the
bend, and it was a decision which paid
off. As Seaport struck for home, both
Argus and Tiar Na Nog weakened in
front of Mambo Dancer, allowing him a
clear run at the leader.

Having struck the front with a furlong
to travel, Mambo Dancer stayed on well

AVING taken the plunge to join the ‘Ready To
Run’ Partnership in 2013, Leicestershire-based
Rodney and Pam Spokes found themselves

standing beside Mark Johnston at Ascot in July of that year,
as the partnership’s star filly, Broxbourne, was about to return
to the track after injury, racing in the prestigious Brown Jack
Stakes.

“She won’t win,” cautioned Mark. “She’s too heavy and
we need to get more weight off her.” 

But Broxbourne was inspired that season, and just three
and a half minutes later, she had bounded clear of her field in
the closing stages to record a decisive win at the generous
odds of 12/1, giving Rodney and Pam their most exciting day
in racing to date, and utterly justifying their decision to join
the partnership.

Rodney and Pam had been introduced to the idea of
partnership ownership by friends Fred and Muriel Shaw, who

H

K to score comfortably by a length and a
half from Suegioo, with Seaport just over
a further two lengths in third. There’s
little doubt that Mambo Dancer was
suited by the strong gallop, and he looks
likely to be suited by further than this
extended two-mile trip.

Raised 5lb for this effort, Mambo
Dancer turned out at Chelmsford on
February 15 in another handicap over two
miles. 

He ran in snatches, not really suited by
the run of the race, but still finished third,
earning the partners more than £800 by
his efforts.

Returned to the Essex track at the end
of the month, on February 27, Mambo
Dancer shone once more, landing KP9

Mambo’s got rhythm!

have been associated with our partnerships for many years.
Taken along to a local race meeting as guests of Fred and
Muriel, the Spokeses were bitten by the racing bug and soon got
involved. Currently, Rodney is a partner in Kingsley Park 9 –
Ready To Run.

When asked what he regards as the unique selling point of the
Kingsley Park partnerships, Rodney is quite clear. 

“Knowing from the start the precise extent of the financial
involvement required,” he told the Klarion.

“That is clearly very important. But it’s also hugely satisfying
to be involved with such a professional and successful
operation, one which takes such pride in the appearance of its
horses and staff on the racecourse.”

Following the partnership horses over the years has taken
Rodney and Pam around the country, and among the many
racecourses they have visited, they nominate Goodwood, York
and Chester as particular favourites. The Spokeses are no

Surprise win seals the deal
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win number four for the season! Again,
Franny Norton took the ride and Mambo

Dancer, drawn on the rail, moved into the
lead straight from the stalls.

Turning for home, Galileo’s Spear and
Diaktoros looked dangerous rivals, but
Mambo Dancer found more in the
closing stages for Franny, pulling away
strongly to score by four lengths from
Di’s Gift, with Galileo’s Spear a further
two lengths in arrears. Mambo Dancer’s
form figures for the partnership are now
12131 – exciting stuff, leaving the
partners chuffed to bits with their
investment. 

Poet’s Society, the partnership’s
winner at Chelmsford on Burns’ Night in
late January, had just the one run during
February. He showed good speed to lead
for a long way in a mile handicap at
Lingfield, before fading in the closing
stages. A drop of a 1lb in the handicap
will help his chances next time.

Kingsley Park 9 is our latest ‘Ready To
Run’ partnership. With four wins from
nine runners to date, once again the
yard’s ready to run partnerships are doing
exactly what is said on the tin!

strangers to travel; Rodney holds a
current private pilot’s licence and,
until recently, owned a Cessna 182.
The couple are active Rotarians,
and Rodney now shares the flying
of friends’ aeroplanes, often to
meetings of Flying Rotarians across
Europe.

Racing has to compete with
Rodney and Pam’s many other
interests and activities. 

“I am membership secretary of
the Friends of the University of
Leicester Botanic Garden,” Rodney
told us, “while Pam is a welcomer
at Leicester Cathedral, membership
secretary of the Leicester Arts
Society, helps out at a local hospice
shop and even finds time to listen
to children reading at a local
primary school!”

Rodney and Pam are both looking forward to another great
year in 2018 and hope that Mambo Dancer and Poet’s Society

Pam and Rodney Spokes with Ravenhoe, Joe and groom Neil Hodgson

Mambo Dancer wins twice in February under Franny Norton

can rival Broxbourne in 2013 in terms of numbers of wins in
this campaign!


